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Abstract

The paper presents an extension of Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) based
on Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). The additional components are Expert and Clinical Council
which involves remote practitioners for improving diagnosis and clinical care of the patient. SOA
technology facilitates extending and modifying the system by constructing new services based on
existing ones. The extended system can be used in distributed medical practice and is aimed at
setting high-quality diagnosis in short term.

Bài báo trình bày việc mở rộng hệ thống lưu trữ và truyền ảnh y tế (PACS) trên cơ sở kiến trúc
hướng dịch vụ (SOA). Bổ sung thêm các phân hệ mới "Chuyên gia" và "Hội chuẩn" mà hỗ trợ sự
tham gia của các bác sỹ làm việc từ xa nhằm nâng cao chất lượng chuẩn đoán và chăm sóc y tế
cho bệnh nhân. Công nghệ SOA làm đơn giản hóa việc mở rộng và chỉnh sửa hệ thống bằng việc
xây dựng các dịch vụ mới trên cơ sở các dịch vụ và phần mềm hiện có. Hệ thống mở rộng này có
thể được sử dụng trong các hoạt động y tế phân tán nhằm mục đích đạt được kết quả chuẩn đoán
chất lượng cao trong thời gian ngắn.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays medical imaging is used in physical examinations to improve diagnostic proce-
dures. Computer tomography, X-rays, MRI, SMRI, PET, ultrasonic scans are available in most
clinics and hospitals for practical medicine. Manufacturers offer special-purpose hardware
and scanners producing digital images. The PACS was designed to assist with management
of medical image data, and to present patient studies for physician review. This software is
integrated with the hardware and can be configured to specific requirements of a doctor. With
PACS system, image data is acquired, studied and archived permanently to optical or long
term storage.

Steady progress in computer networking, new horizons in medicine and biology provide a
solid base for enhancement in medical data analysis, diagnostics and treatments. Development
of medical images differs from common imaging:
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• a medical image cannot be subjected to lossy compression;
• access to personal data have to be authorized;
• detailed study of medical data may be required by remote experts;
• methods and algorithms of image development are subject to modification.

The first industrial PACS installation was held in 1982 at the University of Kansas [1]. First
version was intended for radiological images. PACS is a software package which cooperates
with scanner equipments. The acquired image is converted to any of feasible format and is
ready for retrieval, distribution, and display. Widespread format fit to medical usage is DICOM
(Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) put into operation in 1985 by ACR
(American College of Radiology) and NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers Association).
It was a successful attempt of medical imaging unification, besides, it includes templates for
additional information on a patient. DICOM was considerably enhanced in 1988 [2].

Information system of a hospital or clinic is aiming at the integration of clinical and
management information within a common solution. It consolidates professional activities of
staff with relevant management services. DICOM and PACS realized on computer servers
are components of general information system. PACS server acquires images and attendant
data by integrated hardware, converts them into DICOM format and saves information in
database. By user request DICOM server retrieves data from computer memory, converts
them into user’s format and puts data at user disposal. PACS and DICOM tools have some
restricted ability for image processing.

Mostly PACS and DICOM software is based on client-server architecture and operates
together with other components of information system. Hospital may combine various subsys-
tems. For instance, integrating RIS (Radiology Information System) [3] and EMR (Electronic
Medical Record) [4] with PACS and DICOM provides a system for radiological imaging. One
of the general aims of PACS and DICOM exploiting is in accelerating diagnostic procedure
and prescribing a medication.

Two well-known systems based on PACS have been studied as examples of the system
usage, they are HYPO.PACS applied in Vietnamese hospitals, National Hospital of Traditional
Medicine and military hospital 103 [5]; and information system for medical radiology ARIS
MULTIVOX installed in more then 70 clinics and hospitals in Russia.

Modern communication technology is rapidly changing doctor-patient relationship, giving
new opportunities to both sides. Telemedicine is the usage of computer nets for medical
information exchanging to improve a patient health status. Remote video consultation, video
conferences, and other kinds of cooperation of experts become actualization of up-to-date
medical assistance. Computer net allows combining efforts of experts in real time mode,
presenting comprehensive data on a patient, his medical history, relevant series of images,
etc. Telecommunication is a solution for a doctor isolated in the rural area. In complex case
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he is able to get access to expert assistance [6].

An extension of PACS system with two functions is proposed in this paper. The functions
concern telemedicine, namely they are Expert and Clinical Council. Expert functions means
appeal of attending medical doctor to medical expert for resolving specific aspect in patient
diagnosis. Clinical Council focus on diagnosis and clinical care and promote best practices
to enhance patient care Council function is multilateral discussion in real time for obtaining
more precise diagnosis and assigning better treatment.

Authors prefer SOA to classic client-server one. The reason being possibility for easier
modification of system components and integrating it with outside medical and administrative
components. Besides, a software developer can modify the system by adding new functions
rather than simple work.

2. Design of extended PACS based on SOA

2.1. SOA approach for PACS extension

Service Oriented Architecture is a principle of software design for modeling, constructing,
identifying, and generating services under specific standards. Designed system is composed
of loose coupling independent services that are not connected to the hardware platform. The
system is business oriented; that is it is competitive by service offerings; standardized interface
allows for modifying a service without redesign. Services are modules that are accessed by
their name via interface, usually in a request-reply manner. Service consumers can be requested
from user application or from another service. All services are listed in special register and
service recipients address to this register for services [7]. SOA usage advantage in medical
information system is evident in easy and rapid building of new services, for instance for
coordinating efforts by involving remote specialists to perform various projects [8, 9]. Generic
PACS contains following components (Figure 1) [10]:

1) Image acquisition with hardware integrated with PACS. Images are saved in database in
DICOM format; database is available for users.

2) Specialized server converts images in archive format.
3) Security component defends the system against external and internal threats.
4) Workstations are devoted for image browsing and developing.
5) Report generator includes generic modules, statistical processing and printing.

2.2. Architecture and components of Extended Picture Archiving Communication System

Extended PACS is presented at Figure 2, it is composed of eight components, five of them
are Image acquisition, Server archiving and processing, Workstation, Report generator, and
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Figure 1. PACS structural scheme.

Security component are basic ones for any PACS. Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is keystone
of SOA approach. Components Expert and Clinical Council present main result of the paper,
they are realized in SOA.

EBS includes software modules for conducting all system applications. The modules register
and perform searching of services in Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI)
registry; they convert messages in relevant formats for transmitting, compound services for
business function implementing, fulfill Business Process Management (BMP).

Component Expert provides services for databases access and expert connecting to the
system. Component Clinical Council includes more complicated mostly real time services,
that allow access to databases, organize multilateral video conferences. Council is restricted
in time and is terminated by opinion letter accepting.

2.3. Extending PACS by components Expert and Clinical Council

Each patient under in-patient or ambulance treatment is attended to by an assigned medical
doctor. Status of this doctor is regulated by law; he provides examination, diagnosing, and
appropriate treatment. Doctor refers the patient to another practitioner, expert, and Clinical
Council, when indicated. Usually decision of medical doctor on expert or council has to be
approved by a head of the hospital. Expert and any member of the council are responsible
for their official opinion, but medical doctor makes final decision.

The doctor may initiate an inquiry to remote expert. Figure 3 presents communications in
component Expert.

The component contains services realizing interchange between the doctor, expert, and
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Figure 2. Components of extended PACS.

information system. At the Initiation stage medical doctor on his own decision or due to
a patient demand sends request to an expert. Dashed arrows from/to the patient are not
mandatory; doctor may address his request without patient’s appeal. At the Expert stage
involving doctor by getting affirmative reply, adds expert’s personal parameters to databases
of authentication and authorization. Then he specifies questions to expert concerning the level
of patient’s health. By these operations the expert gets access to the patient’s data. If necessary
expert asks a doctor for an additional information; and expert’s requests can be repeated for
several times. At the last stage the expert sends his opinion letter or refusal of expertise. By
getting it, a doctor on his own reflection takes into account expert’s opinion and sends him
a letter of advice. An expert’s parameters are removed from databases of authentication and
authorization; by this component Expert is terminated.

The medical purpose of the component Clinical Council is to bring together remote doctors
and allied health professionals to concentrate on improving diagnosis and clinical care of a
patient. Clinical council may be routine, organized by clinic schedule or called in case of
emergency. A by-line of the council is advanced training of medical practitioner in up-to-date
methods [11]. From technical point of view a council with remote participants is realized as a
video conference with a patient as a focus of attention. To provide access to data technicians
set parameters of participants into information system. Usually video conference is held in
multipoint mode in real time, hardware for broadband connection is necessary. In contrast to
expert involvement, a participant of a council might use only data available at present, it is
impossible for a council be waiting for analysis or cardiogram.
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Figure 3. Diagram of interchange in Expert component.

Remote medical examination cannot substitute direct health inspection attended by profes-
sional discussion; nevertheless, it is not always necessary to meet with colleagues face-to-face
in a traditional meeting setting. Above all, with experts operating globally, it might prove
very costly for medical staff to travel for meetings on a regular basis. In a study of medical
professionals, they found that participants attending a council via video conference were more
influenced by the speaker’s likeability than by the quality of the speaker’s arguments, whereas
the opposite pattern was true for participants who attended in person. The likeability of a
person was based on the extent to which that person was perceived as charismatic, appealing,
and competent. It may be argued that video conference does not simply approach face-to-
face interaction – it changes attitude to patient that we attend to. Tele council can improve
communication between hospital teams responsible for treating a patient, through images,
vital signs, and increased interaction between participants at either side of the link. Increased
size of the remote consulted team may generate more interruptions to work flow around the
patient, but the experts can be more involved in diagnostic process. Video clinical council
increases likelihood of gaining a common understanding and supports cooperative activity.

The component Clinical Council provides services for discussing a special case supported
by pertinent data. Leading part of the medical doctor is required, he gives details on disease
and used treatment. Figure 4 shows information exchange flows in Clinical Council with
remote participants.

The council process consists of 4 stages: Initiation, Discussion, Preliminary Report, and
Final Conclusion. Each stage is realized by a special set of SOA services. At the Initiation stage
medical doctor faced problem in diagnostics or treating the patient or due to a patient request,
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Figure 4. Diagram of interchange in Clinical Council component.

makes a list of doctors and experts he likes to see as members of clinical council. Therefore the
medical doctor sends requests to prospective members of council. By getting agreements, he
includes parameters of the member to databases of authentication and authorization. Then the
stage Discussion is initiated for introductory information and exchange of views. Discussion is
accompanied with demonstration of imaged and other data. Voice and electronic messages are
used for exchanging, the discussion is recorded. Medicine doctor plays a part of moderator.
Services of visualization, image processing, and video conference are exploited at this stage.

By exchanging of views medical doctor terminates the discussion procedure with notifying
all members; Preliminary Report stage starts. Medical doctor proposes main ideas of resulting
conclusion and initiate discussion on the them. Services from the Discussion stage are in use
on this stage. The process moves to Final Conclusion stage. By some conventional procedure
the council approves the final conclusion. Medical doctor spreads it throughout members and
terminates the council. He corrects parameters of authentication and authorization. A patient
has a right to learn the final conclusion.

2.4. Practical application of extended PACS

At least four servers are necessary for performance of extended PACS, they are server
for data archiving and storage; data manager; image processing; ESB – integrating server. A
server for data archiving and storage is the most loaded work, it holds databases exploited
at each request to the information system, therefore a powerful dedicated hardware have to
be allocated to it. Designing the system for up to 50 user simultaneous access in real time
working, a server processor and hardware must be of high-performance. For medium-sized
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hospital saving patient data for 5 years at the mentioned server needs as minimum the following
hardware requirements: processor Intel Xeon E3-1240, 4 GB of RAM, for a database storing
100000 images of 100 MB each study hard disk capacity is 10 TB. Three other servers may
be installed at single generic computer having a processor with 2 GHz of frequency and 8 GB
of RAM. Data manager server might be additionally assigned for security, authentication, and
authorization operations. Hard disk capacity is insignificant; this server does not need huge
memory and large speed. These specifications are true for integrating server. Requirement on
image processing server depend on applied software. Typical processing in PACS contains
just simple image development, it does not need high performance and specifications of data
manager server are sufficient for productivity. Workstations and personal computers for users
does not need high performance, their specifications are the concern of users themselves.
Standard configuration with video card of 512 MB is enough. Demo version of extended
PACS was realized. The military hospital in Moscow having PACS and DICOM servers was
involved in experiment.

Figure 5. Experiment environment.

The experiment environment for test Extended PACS is presented at Figure 5. Three other
servers were installed at single generic computer at Elilink Consulting enterprise in Minsk,
Belarus; several workstations in Belarusian University of Informatics and Radioelectronics
were attached to the system.
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Table 1. Test cases with different types of medical image.

Ten users were involved in the testing demo system. They used 5 test cases with different
types of medical image (see Table 1) for comparing average time for diagnostic with partici-
pation of consultants and specialists between PACS of Military hospital and extended PACS.
The below graphs show the results:

Figure 6. Average time for diagnostic with consultants in PACS.
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Figure 7. Average time for diagnostic with consultants in APACS.

New PACS components Expert and Clinical Council were tested. Extended PASC has
been demonstrated its working capacity. Speed of connecting and exchanging depends on
global network potential. Main advantage of the presented system is its ability to reduce the
average time for diagnostic with participation of consultants and specialists; rapid scaling and
extending; that is involving new users and experts for cooperation and designing new services
based on existing ones.

3. Conclusion

Service oriented approach is easy-to-use for developers due to its design aimed at scaling of
the system and involving the system components operated in the past. Presented extension of
PACS designed on SOA base includes new components Expert and Clinical Council realized as
services. Remote participants get ability to join discussion intended for high quality diagnostics
and treatment. Above all, information system of different hospitals and clinics based on SOA
can be easily consolidated to establish regional medical information system.

Further activity is planning in two directions, in theoretical research and practical imple-
mentation. First one assumes detail elaboration of virtual laboratory for analysis of biological
and medical images. Designing of virtual user for the laboratory is in plan as well. A base
set of instruments for real user will be specified from a virtual set. The ESB bus facilitates
attaching services of virtual laboratory.
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Practical implementation of the system is planning for military hospital No 154 in Hanoi.
The hospital exploits PACS system necessary as a foundation for successful cooperation.
The information system will be designed in SOA, supplementary services will be elaborated
according to medical practitioners and administration requests.
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